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Parts Included
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1. Oil breath plug

2. 1/8 BSP female hose with air filter

3. Spare parts

4. Bleed valve

Assembly Instructions

5

5. Submersible mini water pump

1）Remove the black oil-breather plug by screwing it out (1.1). Fill 
approximately 0.4L 5W40 Synthetic motorcycle oil or compressor oil (1.2). 
Carefully follow the gauge on the oil window to fill to the proper level (1.3). 
Screw the breather plug into the threaded hole (1.4).
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1.3 1.4



Operation Instructions

2）Connect the soft hose with the 
connector on the compressor head.
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3）Connect one soft hose, with the black 
submersible water-cooling pump.
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4）Connect the power plug of water pump

5）Screw the 1/8 BSP female quick 
connector hose with the compressor



Operation Instructions

6）Connect the another end to your Airgun
cylinder,“buddy bottle”,Drivers bottle or 
airsoft products.
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7）Tighten the bleed valve screw, there are 
two valves on the both side of compressor.
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8）Press the power switch to work

땸 IMPORTANT: NEVER fill a pressure greater than that
indicated on your airgun cylinder, “buddy bottle”, or diver-bottle.
To do so represents a risk of serious injury or death.



Oil Change Intervals
NOTE: 5W40 Synthetic Motorcycle oil or standard compressor oil is 
recommended for use with this compressor

1

-As mentioned in the assembly instructions
, you will need to fill your compressor with
oil before using it.

-Use the oil level window on the right side
of the compressor to monitor and maintain
proper oil levels (1).

2

-It is recommended that you change the oil 
for the 1st time after one week or 5 hours 
of use, whichever comes first.

- You can drain the oil via the screw
below the oil level window (2).

- After your first oil change, you should 
change the oil every three months or 
50 hours of use, whichever comes first.



Setting the Output Pressure
Setting the max output pressure on your 
compressor is a two prong system. The green 
prong should always remain at the zero (0). 
The red prong is the one you will be adjusting.
The red knob on the top of the gauge allows 
you to adjust the prongs.

땸 WARNING WARNING - DO NOT OVERFILL AIR GUN 
TANKS OR AIR CYLINDERS. AS THIS CAN

CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. NEVER SET THE OUTPUT PRESSURE/
AUTO SHUT OFF ABOVE 300 BAR/4500PSI

1) Using the red adjustment knob, rotate it to 
the left side of the red prong.

2) Press down on the adjustment knob. This 
will engage the adjustment and allow you to 
move the red prong to the right.

3)Keeping the adjustment knob depressed, 
move the red prong to your desired max fill 
pressure.

WARNING - this compressor is intended only for the
(1) Filling of air-pistols, air-rifles and Airsoft products
(2) Filling-up dive-bottles that will only be used to fill airguns
(3) It should NEVER be used for filling Dive Bottle intended to supply 
breathable air to divers.
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